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Measuring English skills for global success
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Quickly, accurately test your
professional English language
communication skills in one
convenient exam.
To succeed in a global business environment, you need to
demonstrate an ability to effectively communicate in English
with clients and other business partners. E^Pro , the English for
™

Professionals Exam, comprehensively tests all four pillars of the English language: speaking,
listening, reading and writing skills. The exam focuses on practical English communication and
specifically measures your ability to apply your English language skills in typical professional
tasks and situations. E^Pro™ points out your strengths in English communication, as well as
areas to improve. This knowledge will help you grow and advance in a global workplace.

A product of Pearson, the world’s largest education and testing company, E^Pro™ was designed to
more accurately measure your range of language abilities in a shorter and less expensive exam
than other exams on the market. Results are available within 5 business days, so you can begin
making a professional impact—in your business and in your career—within days instead
of weeks.
You can schedule your exam at a Pearson VUE test center that is authorized to deliver E^Pro™.
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E^Pro™ results are available
within days rather than weeks
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E^Pro™ provides one overall score plus
sub-scores for four key areas and eight
additional language skills

Earn the recognition you deserve in the
workplace with scores that accurately
represent your English language skills.
Fast results
Because the exam is scored
automatically by Pearson Knowledge
Technologies’ patented KAT Engine and
Versant technologies, the scores are
available to you within 5 business days.

Four-skill testing
E^Pro™ tests your ability to speak, listen,
read and write in English with a variety
of performance-based questions. Many
tasks require communicative responses
that reflect typical situations in the
workplace. You can be confident that
your English communication skills are
accurately represented by your E^Pro™
test results.

Detailed score report
Use the E^Pro™ score report to show
your employer how well you apply
English in real-life professional situations
like responding to emails, answering
phone calls, making presentations and
other customer interactions. You will
receive an overall score, plus sub-scores
on key communication skills such as
fluency, pronunciation, word choice,
sentence mastery, vocabulary, voice and
tone, and reading comprehension.

Test security
Pearson VUE’s tests are administered
with a high level of security, with a
registration and check-in process that
verifies your identity and captures a
digital photo and signature. Your photo
appears on your score report, so there
will be no doubt to your employer that
you earned the score reflected on your
E^Pro™ score report.

Test Features
Duration: Approximately 90 minutes
Task Types: Integrated skills
Score: Range is from 100-500 with
an overall score, plus detailed
sub-scores for each language skill

Easy test administration accommodates busy professionals
1. Candidate gets instructions and is set up to take the test on a computer.
2. Candidate clicks “Start” to begin the test.
3. Candidate responds to questions verbally or using a keyboard and mouse.
4. Scores become available online at eproexam.com within days, not weeks.
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